Data Analyst
Salary: £35-45k
Based: Leatherhead, Surrey
ingenie is an award-winning insurance brand for young drivers and learner drivers. By
rewarding young drivers with discounts for good driving, our aim is to help them stay safe
on the road, (which helps Mum and Dad sleep at night) but also to make insurance more
affordable. As well as our car insurance products, we offer a whole range of guidance and
support for new drivers and parents too. Check us out: www.ingenie.com
We’re a progressive company based in Leatherhead with a great team of people working for
us across marketing, development, analytics, product development, customer services,
operations and finance. Our work culture is a friendly and relaxed one - you won’t find any
suits here - but we work hard as we know we’re part of a competitive market. Innovation and
growth are a big focus for us over the coming year.
Our drivers are at the heart of what we do and that’s backed up by our current rating on
Reevoo.com, with 95% of respondents recommending us - something we’re really proud of.

The Opportunity
We are looking for a motivated and enthusiastic analyst to expand ingenie’s small but
capable analytics team, reporting to the Head of Pricing & Analytics. As the role involves
working closely with colleagues with a variety of skillsets as well as external partners, it would
suit someone who is looking to expand their horizons and use their analysis skills to get
exposure to a wide range of business functions.

Responsibilities:








To help us understand the business and our customers by providing appropriate data
in order to drive product development and growth
Conducting detailed data interrogation as required, including working with complex
or partial data, to produce insightful and commercially appropriate outputs.
Work with our underwriting partners to understand market and claims trends and
identify opportunities to grow our business profitably.
Monitor ongoing performance figures to understand market trends and recommend
changes to strategy to adapt to these
Work closely with company stakeholders and third parties to develop requirements
and recommendations as part of the development of new products, ongoing product
enhancements and process smoothing.
Assist with designing and building a suite of reports that maximises the benefit of
ingenie’s datasets.

Skills and experience:
Required





Ability to manipulate and analyse raw datasets
Strong analytical and problem-solving skills
Ability to communicate technical ideas to a non-technical audience
Understanding of statistical modelling and predictive analytics techniques

Desired




Insurance pricing or portfolio analysis skills
A degree in a numerate subject
2+ years working in personal-lines pricing or underwriting

Technical requirements:






Strong IT skills and willingness to learn new technologies and techniques
SQL
Data visualisation tools e.g. Tableau
Other languages e.g. R, Python, would be desirable
Emblem experience also desirable

Our ideal candidate should be



An excellent communicator and team player
A self-starter with a commercial mind-set

What we’re offering in return










25 days annual leave, on top of the usual bank holidays
Vitality Private Health Insurance
Vitality Private Life Assurance
Access to a pension, with employer contributions
Professional development sponsorship
Discretionary company bonus scheme
Access to discounted gym membership
Car parking on site
A help-yourself kitchen that’s kept well-stocked with fresh fruit and snacks as well as
hot/cold drinks



Regular Pizza Fridays – just because

Our environment
Our head office is bright, airy and surrounded by stunning grounds. With the River Mole
running alongside you’ll find all sorts of wildlife joining you on your lunchtime stroll or
picnic. Leatherhead’s town centre is just a 10-minute walk away and has a good choice of
cafés, restaurants and shops to grab a bite to eat.
We also have a team of Social Genies who organise activities for us, from summer BBQs and
quizzes to competitive egg and spoon races.

To Apply
Email careers@ingenie.com with your CV and tell us why you’re the right person for this job.

